Ensemble Decision for Spam Detection Using Term Space Partition Approach.
This paper proposes an ensemble decision approach which combines global and local features of e-mails together to detect spam effectively. In the proposed method, a special feature construction method named term space partition (TSP) is utilized to divide the whole term space into several subspaces and adopt different feature construction strategies on each of them, respectively. This method can make each term play a distinct and important role when conducting detection. This method is utilized and extended by introducing the sliding window technique to extract local features from e-mails. The global classifier and local classifiers are constructed on a global feature vector set and local feature vector sets, respectively, and together make the ensemble decision by adopting the voting technique. The principles of the TSP-based approach and mechanism of the ensemble decision method are presented in detail. Five different and standard benchmark corpora are applied to experiments for performance evaluation of this proposed method. Comprehensive experimental results show that the proposed method brings significant performance improvement and better robustness on the basis of the TSP-based approach. In addition, the proposed method outperforms the current prevalent and state-of-the-art approaches, especially when a comprehensive consideration of performance, efficiency, and robustness is taken. This endows it with flexible capability and adaptivity in the real-world applications.